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Dear Madam Secretary:

The Nudear Energy Institute (NEI)' is pleased to submit the attached comments on the subject
rulemaking to amend 10 CFR §§ 2.340 and 52.99 concerning verification of plant construction
activities through inspections, tests, analyses and acceptance criteria (ITAAC) under an NRC
combined license (COL).

Subject to the comments provided in the attachment, we agree that the proposed performance-
based rule, together with regulatory guidance proposed separately on the details and timing of the
required notifications, will effectively achieve the stated objectives of the rule. These objectives are
to ensure that 1) the public has sufficient information to request a hearing on whether acceptance
criteria have been or will be met, and 2) that the agency has suffident information to make the
Section 52.103(g) finding that all ITAAC are met.

NEI is the organization responsible for establishing unified nuclear industry policy on matters affecting the nuclear energy
industry, including the regulatory aspects of generic operational and technical Issues. NEI's members include all utilities
licensed to operate commercial nudear power plants in the United States, nudear plant designers, major
architect/engineerting firms, fuel fabrication facilities, materials licensees, and other organizations and Individuals involved in
the nuclear energy industry.
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We would like to highlight two comments provided in the attachment for your particular attention.
First, we recommend the Commission take this opportunity to modify Section 52.99(e) to
incorporate language concerning the focus of ITAAC verification by the NRC staff that was
previously approved by the Commission as fully consistent with Part 52 and included in each design
certification rule issued to date. A simple modification is proposed to Section 52.99(e) that would
address the lack of this important language in the new template that NRC plans to use for future
design certifications. We believe making this change would be analogous to changes the NRC has
proposed in this rulemaking to conform Section 52.99 to Section 52.103 and the AEA. The proposed
modification would not conflict with any of the revisions proposed in this rulemaking. See attached

Comment #1.

Second, we recommend that the NRC revisit the proposed rule changes and Supplementary
Information concerning Section 2.340(j). We believe that in developing this part of the rulemaking,
the staff may not have adequately considered the effect of Section 52.103(c), under which the
Commission may allow a period of interim operation pending completion of a hearing granted on
one or more 1TAAC provided there is reasonable assurance of adequate protection to the public
health and safety. See attached Comment #11.

NEI is providing comments under separate cover on the companion Regulatory Guide (DG-1250) to
this performance-based proposed rule (76 Fed. Reg. 27,924). The draft regulatory guide describes
methods that the NRC staff considers acceptable for use in documenting the completion of 1TAAC
and making the required notifications.

If you have any questions concerning this letter or the attached comments, please contact me.

Sincerely,

Russell J. Bell

Attachment

c: Ms. Laura A. Dudes, NRO/DCIP, NRC
Mr. William F. Burton, NRO/DNRL/DDIP/NR, NRC
Mr. Earl R. Libby, NRO/DNRL/DDIP/NR

Stephen G. Bums, Esq., OGC, NRC

Michael A. Spencer, Esq., OGC/GCHEA/AGCNRP, NRC



NEI Comments on Proposed -TAAC Maintenance Rule - 76 Fed. Reg. 27925

1. General Comment on Secton 52.99

The ESBWR design certification rule will be the first to eliminate Section IX on 1TAAC. NEI generally
does not object to consolidating ]TAAC provisions in the Part 52 rule, provided there is no loss of
clarity and that no substantive provisions are lost or modified in the process. In this case, however,
elimination of DCR Section IX will result in the loss of an important rMAAC provision that was not
included in the 2007 revision to Part 52. We believe this loss can be corrected with a simple change
to Section 52.99.

After significant discussion in 1996 concerning factors that are mnportant in verifying that the
acceptance criteria of the "IAAC are met, the NRC agreed to "ddclarifying language as discussed in
the Supplementary Information accompanying the ABWR de!sgf certification rule (62 FR 25813):

... the Commission has decided to add a posiornto Section X.. I1 of this appendix,
which was requested by NEI. This provision reu:ires the NRCs finldings (that the
prescribed acceptance criteria have bee". met) to be based solelvon the
inspections, tests, and analyses. The Cdmmiission has added this provis'on, which is
fully consistent with 10 CFR Part 52, with the6understanding that it doe"s`It affect
the manner in which the NRC intends to impleent 10"CF 52.99 and 52.103(g), as
described above. [Emphasisjýklded.] ".! "

The highlighted words ensure a focus on ite terms • f the iTMC when determining whether
acceptance criteria are met. Importantl', NRC anýd6JiidustwY agrýd. that these words do not alter the
fact that a QA/QC defidency may be consideed wher "ithedefciesi'is material to the determination
that acceptance criteriaýare met. i•.This provisionhas bý,Wiiriled in each design certification rule in
paragraph IX.B.1. Because this language doesnoexstin thePar:t52 rule, this important provision
is lost when eliminating Section Ix from the ESBwR(and future) eign certification rules.

So that the clarificatibn intended by the Commissonris preserved, NER suggests that the NRC
consider relocating the clarification in•.S on DX.B.Obf the design certification rules to 10 CFR
52.99(e) as follows:

(e) Thý,NRkshall ensurett the prescribed inspections, tests, and analyses in the

-IAAC are peformed

(1) At appropriatei inte'als until the last date for submission of requests for hearing
under § 52.103(a)JtheNRlC shall publish notices in the Federal Register of the NRC
staff's determination ohz •.u;• c u e, .mpleti.n 3f that inspections, tests, and
analyses contained in the license have been successfully completed and, based solely
thereon, that the Rrescribed acgeotance critera are met.

We believe this simple change will preserve the clarity and substance of existing design certification
rule requirements pertaining to ITAAC as intended by the Commission. Given that this language was
specifically approved by the Commission and has been included in each design certification rule to
date, we believe that the NRC may and should take this opportunity to modify 52.99(e)(1) to reflect
this language, just as the NRC proposes to use this opportunity to conform Section 52.99 to the "are
met" language of Section 52.103(g) and the AEA. The proposed modification would not conflict with
any of the revisions proposed in this rulemaking.
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Affected
Rulemaking Comment/Basis Recommendation
Language

2. Section H1I. A, Use correct terminology as Revise bullet to refer to the "ITAAC
3d bullet (76 FR reflected in assocated draft compleiUn eleswe-package"
27927) regulatory guide DG-1250 and

underlying industry guidance (NEI
08-01).

3. Section IIB,
paragraph
beginning
"When making
..."(76 FR
27927)

This paragraph indudes differing
descriptions of the content of
Section 52.99(c)(1) notifications.
To avoid possible confusion, the SI
should consistently describe the
required content of these 4
notifications consistent with the
rule, associated draft regulatory
guide DG-1250, and underyin I
industry guidance. •
The required content of Sectionl

52.99(c)(1) notifications is
appropriately described later in the,.,
paragraph as follows:

The rAAC post-cosure, n c nust
contain-sufficient information .
dem onstrating that, notwithstanding the,.,1

,.infOrmatlon that'prompted o ifiain
teprescribed'inspections, tests,:And

analyses have been performed asý,?,.
required' and the prsrbeW cep~

.criteria airneLmet The TMC. pocadst-losre
,.notifications, shotl exji'ai thneed for
the inotificatioh, outline the reui"'tonof
thissue, and'confirm that the 1TAAc
accepance.criteria ý doitlnue to be met.
The ITAAc 0pot-dosuren
must induclde, level of' Hil similar to
the level of informatnn required in initial

.TAAC closure'notifications under 10
,qFRlk 52.99(.)(1),

Delete the second sentence as follows:

When mai•ng the 10 CFR 52.103(g) finding,
the NRC must have information sufficient to
determine' that the relevant acceptance criteria
arre iet despite the new information prompting
the notification under proposed paragraph

ý(cý)(2). Thz kznnc'z sumwrar; zta~rzteme f
4.z a 4d Fco~. lez whic ~ h is '-a•;u.,z't of t.•cr.ti.i.ati.n, .a d"••-c..i zf an'"

act- tak,.t it
dccumcnz ~ip ,,,-,.~the rzol'utin and i

impizm~eftion .;au0d 10 1iat Owc NRC i
ma~~~~~ira ~ ~ ~ S Wtidon-tWeuainc t~bs

...................

.Xýý

4. Section I.B, Clarification Modify first sentence as follows:
paragraph The staff approach would allow licensees to
beginning "The have 1TAAC-related structures, systems, or
staff approach components, or security or emergency

preparedness related hardware, undergoing
(76 FR a ocertain other activities at the

27928) time of the 10 CMR 52.103(g) finding, if ... "

5. Section 1I.B, Delete language "The NRC Revise second sentence as follows:
First paragraph understands that the nuclear
under heading power industry believes ..." This :Me NR.C und..stans t0at the -ul^a- p-...a ndusby belieesthat haldzrs eF eombined"ITAAC Closure language is unnecessary ... ... .... .qui. u. Consistent
Documentation" w• regulatory provisions such as 10 CFR part
(76 FR 27928) In this regard, we agree with the
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comment of Commissioner Svinidd
in her December 2010 vote sheet
on SECY-10-0117, where she
states: "In addition, I believe that
existing quality assurance
requirements already require the
documentation and record
retention requirements proposed
to be added, rendering their
inclusion here unnecessary and
the accompanying details, once
again, best left to guidance."

50, 'Domestic Ucensing of Production and
Utilization Facilities," Appendix B, Q'uality
Assurance Criteria for Nucear Power Plants and
Fuel Reprocessing Plants," licensees are
exjmxWdto prepare and retain records
supporting the vast majority of rrAAC
processes, induding the activities supporting
the notifications that would be required by the

-oposed rule.

6. Section II.C, We believe it is dearer to say, "if Revise third sentence consistent with
paragraph the presiding officer finds that the , :language used in Section IV as follows:
beginning "In contested acceptance criteria hav,•, V
addition, 10 been or will be met" than it is t& In both cases, if the presiding officer'"-dee
CFR 2.3400) say, "if the presiding officer's , . .... l.... _...... findsthat the
(76 FR 27929) decision resoNve the a•in contested accetnce criteria have been rarel

favorably; mcthis does rnt obviate the need for the
Commission to make dtesrequired finding under
Sectionil85.b of the AEAand 10 C0R 52.103(g)

The staff uses language similar"to.: ta teacceptance critea are met-
that undedined above In Section \ >2'
IV of the SI. , -'•e also General Comment #1.

7. Section IV, Clarification Add the following to the last sentence:
paragraph
beginning /.,,he phrase' litherwise able to make" conveys
Proposed ... the NRC's determination that the Commission's

parag~~ra. process for supporting a Commission finding on
uncontested acceptance criteria is unrelated to

FR27(.29) ..... and unaffected by the timing of the presidingFR 27929)- . ., officer's Initial decision on contested accetnce

8. SedtidnN, As identified ifnSection Il.B, the Modify the third-to-last sentence as
last palragraph proposd rule does !ot contain follows:
on (c)(2) ., requirements on IAC.
beginning "The '. Maitenance documentation and The paragraph (c)(2) notification must be in

informaon Nd~ •ecals writing, and the records on which it is basedinformation C:11 : recordkeeping. Section ILrB alson•gn•-~~ .,d•,o•must-be retained by the licensee to
provided ... " "explains thiitnevertheless,(76 FR 27931) l,• x ob t rean support possible NRC inspection.

(76 F 2793) licnseesare expected to retain
such records. The third-to-last
sentenc should be modified to
reflect that rTAAC Maintenance
documentation and recordkeeping
is an expectation and not a
requirement.

9. Section IV, The discussion of Section 52.99(d) Add a new first sentence as follows:
Subsection on should begin by identifying that
Section the NRC is not proposing any "The NRC is not orocosina any chanres to this
52.99(d) (76 FR changes to this paragraph. laragraph."
27932)
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10. 'Section IV, Clarification Modify the second-to-last sentence as
Subsection on follows to be consistent with the last
Section paragraph in Section IV.B.
52.99(e) (76 FR
27932) In general, the NRC expects to make the

paragraph (c) notifications available shortly
after the NRC has received the notfictions and
conduded that they are complete ad -de•aIled.

11.Section III.C and Section IV discussion on Section 2.340(j)

The proposed rule discusses, at some length, the need to clarify the crcumstancesin a contested
proceeding that could lead to a Commission finding under 10 CFR 52.103(g) that acceptance criteria
are met. The NRC proposes to amend 10 CFR 2.340(j)to dearlý,explain when the Commission may
make the 10 CFR 52.103(g) finding. The SI explains that fthel p-posed changes reflect the need for
the Commission to Independently conclude that a contance criterion is, in fact, met
after considering both the presiding officer's initial decisiOnand information relevant to the 10 CFR
52.99(c)(2) notification.

The language in 10 CFR 52.103(c) permitting operation during an interim is an important
mechanism for avoiding unnecessary delay as a result of hearings. on cttacceptance criteria.
We believe the SI discussion of Section 2.3400)shuldrefiectbo 10 CFR 52,103(g), which

prohibits operation until the Commission finds that the" a'cceptiin"•e criteria are met; ahd 10 CFR
52.103(c), which allows for operationdiuring an interim p while contested acceptance criteria

are adjudicated, provided there is reasonable assurance of uate protection to the public health
and safety during the interim period.

For example, the SI discdusion; it 76 FR 27929;states,,, By ýuing the°word thereafter,' the NRC
intends to emphasize1tlaft-the immissin wld1notike afind•ing that contested acceptance

criteria are met in advAnce of the prding offkiýersinitial decsionon those acceptance criteria.
This would be a logical cto erssly acknoWwl Section 52.103(c) in the SI discussion of
Section 2.3740(U. ,

Although theNRC notes that 10,CFR 2ý30) is not intended to be an exhaustive "roadmap" to a
possible 10"'CFRF152.103(g) finding that acceptance criteria are met, the proposed rule and SI do
leave unaddr the significaniJssue offindings under 10 CFR 52.103(c). To avoid possible
confusion, we ask that the Com iion clarify in the final rule the relationship between Sections
52.103(c) and 52.103(g), and make dear that under existing regulations operation may be
authorized even though" eariWdn 'bn contested acceptance criteria are ongoing.
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Rulemaking Comments

From: REED, Joseph [jsr@nei.org]
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2011 5:00 PM
Subject: NEI Comments on Requirements for Maintenance of Inspections, Tests, Analyses and

Acceptance Criteria, Proposed Rule, 76 Fed. Reg. 27925 (May 13, 2011), Docket ID
NRC-2010-0012

Attachments: 07-26-1 1_NRCRequirements for Maintenance of ITAAC Proposed Rule.pdf; 07-26-11
_NRCRequirements for Maintenance of ITAAC Proposed RuleAttachmentpdf

July 26, 2011

Ms. Annette Vietti-Cook
Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Attn: Rulemakings and Adjudications Staff

Subject: NEI Comments on Requirements for Maintenance of Inspections, Tests, Analyses and Acceptance
Criteria, Proposed Rule, 76 Fed. Reg. 27925 (May 13, 2011), Docket ID NRC-2010-0012

Project Number: 689

Dear Madam Secretary:

The Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) is pleased to submit the attached comments on the subject rulemaking to
amend 10 CFR §§ 2.340 and 52.99 concerning verification of plant construction activities through inspections,
tests, analyses and acceptance criteria (ITAAC) under an NRC combined license (COL).

Subject to the comments provided in the attachment, we agree that the proposed performance-based rule,
together with regulatory guidance proposed separately on the details and timing of the required notifications,
will effectively achieve the stated objectives of the rule. These objectives are to ensure that 1) the public has
sufficient information to request a hearing on whether acceptance criteria have been or will be met, and 2) that
the agency has sufficient information to make the Section 52.103(g) finding that all ITAAC are met.

We would like to highlight two comments provided in the attachment for your particular attention. First, we
recommend the Commission take this opportunity to modify Section 52.99(e) to incorporate language
concerning the focus of ITAAC verification by the NRC staff that was previously approved by the Commission
as fully consistent with Part 52 and included in each design certification rule issued to date. A simple
modification is proposed to Section 52.99(e) that would address the lack of this important language in the new
template that NRC plans to use for future design certifications. We believe making this change would be
analogous to changes the NRC has proposed in this rulemaking to conform Section 52.99 to Section 52.103
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and the AEA. The proposed modification would not conflict with any of the revisions proposed in this
rulemaking. See attached Comment #1.

Second, we recommend that the NRC revisit the proposed rule changes and Supplementary Information
concerning Section 2.3400). We believe that in developing this part of the rulemaking, the staff may not have
adequately considered the effect of Section 52.103(c), under which the Commission may allow a period of
interim operation pending completion of a hearing granted on one or more ITAAC provided there is reasonable
assurance of adequate protection to the public health and safety. See attached Comment #11.

NEI is providing comments under separate cover on the companion Regulatory Guide (DG-1 250) to this
performance-based proposed rule (76 Fed. Reg. 27,924). The draft regulatory guide describes methods that
the NRC staff considers acceptable for use in documenting the completion of ITAAC and making the required

notifications.

If you have any questions concerning this letter or the attached comments, please contact me.

Sincerely,

Russell J. Bell
Director, New Plant Licensing
Nuclear Generation Division

Nuclear Energy Institute
1776 I Street NW, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20006
www.nei.org

P: 202-739-8087
F: 202-533-0105
E: db(&nei.org

nuclear, clean air energy.

nuclear
Puttirr Clean Air Erterqy to Viork.1
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